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Safety
There is something very special about Charles Owen. It’s impossible to measure yet is
so tangible. The closer you come to the heart, the more affected you become. Those
words, uttered over a hundred years ago still ring true today, and the message is louder
now the family has grown. The Charles Owen family includes not only those who strive to
make the finest product, who help the research to develop the finest product, who advise
riders about the correct fitting of the finest product, but also the wearers who trust us
with their lives, pursuing the passion that is the focus of the Charles Owen family.
At Charles Owen, we are committed to safety and saving lives.
We have the largest range of helmets independently certified to three international
equestrian safety standards, offering a wider range of protection in an accident. All of
our safety helmets are subject to random and independent batch testing to ensure the
highest level of protection is consistently met.
Our design engineers currently represent Great Britain on the European Standards of
Safety and are leading members of the ASTM International (American Society of the
Testing of Materials), the major equestrian safety standards body in the United States.
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Up-to-date styling, fit and unparalleled safety
make the Ayr8® Leather Look a top choice in
equestrian protective headwear. This low profile
helmet features centrally located front and rear
ventilation holes covered in mesh, while the side
panels are covered in our exclusive leather look
fabric. The GRpx® technology harness takes the
superb fit and unsurpassed stability to the next
level.

The launch of the YR8 means young riders have
even more choices from Charles Owen. Fully
trimmed in mircofibre suede, the YR8 features four
discreet ventilation holes for added cooless and
comfort during extended periods of use. It comes
in a fun Charles & Owen carry box, with an SOS
card for all your essential medical information.

AYR8 Leather Look Helmet

CODE: CH AYR8
Size: 54-62
Colours: Black, Navy

YR8 Helmet

CODE: CH YR8
Size: 53-59
Colours: Black, Navy
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Charles Owen is excited to announce a brand
new sparkly option for the YR8 - the perfect hat
to make you shine in the arena or add a bit of
sparkle to your everyday riding kit. Made of a
special sparkle fibre, the bling centre seamlessly
complements the microsuede side panels. The YR8
Sparkly features four discreet ventilation holes for
added comfort during extended periods of use and
it comes in a fun Charles & Owen carry box.

Designed for the extreme situation, the 4Star
jockey skull is certified to the top international
standards. A technically superior helmet, the
deep-fitting 4Star is the result of years of
advanced computer analysis and incorporates
the latest technology with a fiber-reinforced shell
for improved crush resistance. The neat quick
release buckle in a high strength alloy fastens the
patented GRpx® harness system for the ultimate
in stability.

YR8 Sparkly Helmet

CODE: CH YR8 SPARKLY
Size: 53-59
Colours: Black/Black, Black/Silver, Navy/Navy

4 Star Helmet

CODE: CH 4 STAR
Size: 55-58
Colours: Black
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The Fian blends the elegance of its predecessor,
the popular Fiona’s Hat, with sophisticated safety
technology to create the ultimate hunting and
showing hat. Covered in the most luxurious velvet
and trimmed to perfection, the Fian offers a
slim tan harness to create a supremely elegant
appearance.

The award-winning Showjumper XP is a deep
fitting, traditionally styled safety helmet covered
in elegant and luxurious velvet with an adjustable
tan harness. It combines the latest protection with
a classic look that is perfect for the hunt field.

Fian Helmet

CODE: CH FIAN
Size: 55-58
Colours: Black, Navy, Brown

Showjumper XP

CODE: CH SHOWJUMP XP
Size: 55-58
Colours: Black, Navy, Brown
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